ARPES Seyller et al., 2008) . A highly interacting graphene layer would yield a semiconducting gap (Rutter et al., 2007) , but also requires Si adatoms and tetramers that are bonded to the SiC at the graphene/SiC interface, which are not seen in ARPES Seyller et al., 2008) . By using functionalized W tips coated with transition metals such as Cr and Fe, we recently have found that scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) imaging of the 6√3 structure close to a few meV of the Fermi level is possible (Qi et al., 2010; Rhim et al., 2011) . As a result, we have observed new details of the complex electronic properties of this interfacial graphene layer that were not detected by W tips in previous studies (Hass et al., 2008b; Li & Tsong, 1996; Lauffer et al., 2008; Mallet et al., 2007; Owman & Mårtensson, 1996; Riedl et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 1992) . Aided with first principles calculations, we found that the unique properties of epitaxial graphene on Si-face arise from the distinct structure of the 6√3 interfacial layer -a warped graphene layer resulted from the periodic inclusions of hexagonpentagon-heptagon (H 5,6,7 ) defects in the honeycomb -to relieve the mismatch with the SiC substrate (Qi et al., 2010) . The H 5, 6, 7 defects break the symmetry of the honeycomb, thereby inducing a gap: the calculated band structure of the proposed model along Γ-K is semiconducting with two localized states near K points below E F , correctly reproducing the published photoemission and C 1s core-level spectra. The 1 st graphene layer assumes the defect-free honeycomb lattice; however, its interaction with the warped layer leads to deviations from the linear dispersion at the Dirac point. On multilayer graphene films, we have found that the mismatch between the graphene and the SiC substrate can cause ridges and wrinkles, which introduce ripples in the otherwise atomically flat graphene sheet ). These features can cause carrier scattering and decrease in mobility (Morozov et al., 2006) . The origin of these ridges and wrinkles had previously been attributed to a number of causes such as the formation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the surface (Derycke et al., 2002) ; condensation of mobile atoms that are present at the graphene/SiC interface during high temperature annealing (Luxmi et al., 2009 ); or compressive strain induced during cooling due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and SiC (Biedermann et al., 2009) . We have found, by atomically resolved STM imaging, that these ridges and wrinkles are actually bulged regions of the graphene . We further have shown that the ridges can be manipulated, even created during STM imaging, indicating that the epitaxial graphene on SiC is still under compressive strain at room temperature (Ferralis et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2008) . By minimizing this strain with decreased terrace size, nearly ridge-free graphene has been grown on vicinal SiC substrates.
Methods
Experiments were carried out on epitaxial graphene grown on N-doped 6H-SiC(0001), which was first etched in a H 2 /Ar atmosphere at 1500 o C. After annealing at ~950 o C for 15 min in a Si flux to produce a (3x3) reconstructed surface, the SiC substrate was heated to 1100-1400 o C to grow graphene in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) (Li and Tsong, 1996) . Scanning tunnelling microscopy images were taken using W tips, as well as functionalized W tips by Fe(Cr) coating at room temperature followed by annealing at 500-700 o C in UHV (Bode, 2003; Qi et al., 2009; Rhim et al., 2011) . First-principles calculations using the Full-potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (FLAPW) method as implemented in flair ) model the substrate using a www.intechopen.com 3x3 6H-SiC(0001) 6-bilayer supercell, with a vacuum region of ~20-25 Å and a basis cutoff of ~195 eV. Because of the usual density functional theory underestimation of the gap (1.6 vs. 3.0 eV for 6H-SiC), comparisons of calculated density of states (DOS) and STM images are limited to biases within E F ±0.5 eV.
Results

STM imaging of the interface layer with W tips
Graphene growth on SiC(0001) follows the phase transitions from the Si-rich (√3x√3) (denoted "√3" hereafter), to (6√3x6√3), to 1 st layer graphene (Hannon & Tromp, 2008) . At the early stages, the √3 and 6√3 phases are often found to coexist; while at later stages, both the 1 st layer graphene and 6√3 are observed, accompanied by pits of a few atomic layers in depth. Figure 1 presents STM images of the surface after growth at 1100 o C. The morphology is characterized by terraces of ~100 nm separated by mostly bilayer steps ( Fig. 1(a) ). On the terrace, two regions of different contrast are observed: a closed-pack structure in the brighter region I, and a honeycomb structure in the dimmer region II (Fig. 1(b) ). Close inspection of an atomic resolution image of the structure in region I shown in Fig. 1(c) indicates a periodicity of 0.52 ± 0.01 nm, consistent with the (√3x√3) assignment, which consists of one Si adatom per unit cell (Northrup & Neugebauer, 1995) . In addition, randomly distributed depressions are also found (circled), indicating desorption of the Si adatom at the site. To better understand this structure, filled-and empty-state STM images were taken, as shown in Fig. 2 . Interestingly, in the empty-state image, the trimers pointing upward in filled state appear only as single bright spots, while the trimers pointing downward in filled-state now appear as featureless depressions. Note that the same trimers are identified by their relative positions to a commonly seen defect (circled). The arrow indicates where the V s is changed from -1.5V to +1.5V during imaging.
Small changes in heights and depressions are also observed along the line profile AB through six bright spots and three depressions in Fig. 2(b) , confirming the fact that they do not line up perfectly as already evident visually. Detailed analysis of many line profiles indicates: 1) neighbouring trimers do not always fall on the same line; and 2) the spacing between the trimers is not uniform, with an average value of ~19 Å, i.e., about 6 times the (1x1) spacing of the SiC(0001) surface. These characteristics are consistent with earlier STM observations of the 6√3 structure (Li & Tsong, 1996; Lauffer et al., 2008; Mallet et al., 2007; Owman & Mårtensson, 1996; Riedl et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 1992) . Furthermore, the ratio of the larger to smaller trimers varies with growth conditions, with the later type always being more populated. For example, the ratio is found to be ~3:1 on a sample at the early stages of growth ( Fig. 1(b) ), where part of the surface is still covered with the √3 structure. And for a sample at later stages of growth where some regions are already converted to graphene (Fig. 2) , the ratio is ~4:1. Over all, these STM images of the 6√3 structure taken using W tips at larger bias (e.g., E F ±2.0 eV) are similar to earlier studies. Also similar is that imaging at energies closer to E F (e.g., within ±0.1 eV) is challenging Lauffer et al., 2008; Riedl et al., 2007) . Given that epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) represents a system of a zero gap graphene supported on a wide bandgap semiconductor SiC, selective STM imaging with functionalized W tips (Deng et al., 2006 ), particularly near the Fermi level, may be necessary to unravel the atomic structure of the 6√3 interface layer, as discussed below.
STM imaging of the interface layer with (Fe, Cr) coated W tips
Using an Fe/W tip imaging at 1.0 eV below the E F , the 6√3 structure appears similar to that of W tip ( Fig. 3(a) ). However, at E F ±0.5 eV, drastic differences are observed: the smaller up- facing trimers (marked green) now face downwards, while the larger down-facing trimers (marked blue) now appear as six-fold rosettes. Again the same trimer and rosette are identified by their relative positions to a defect marked by an arrow in both images. (Note that the two images are taken sequentially, the slight change in position is a result of thermal drift.) Interestingly, the trimers marked by green that appear as a single protrusion in the +1.5 eV image ( Fig. 2(b) ), are now better resolved to be a trimer facing downwards at +0.1 eV ( Fig.  3(d) ). The biggest change is seen for the trimers marked blue that appear as featureless depressions in the +1.5 eV image ( Fig. 2(b) ): at +0.1 eV ( Fig. 3(d) ), they appear as rosettes surrounded by depressions. In addition, while the appearance of the trimer is independent of bias, the contrast of the rosette is slightly less in empty-state images. In the case of Crcoated W tips, imaging down to E F ±2 meV can be carried out, with results qualitatively similar to those shown in Fig. 3 (Rhim et al., 2011) . Figure 4 (a) is an STM image of the 1 st layer graphene taken with an Fe/Cr/W tip. At E F -0.052 eV, a honeycomb structure characteristic of graphene is seen over the whole surface, with additional periodic modulations. Two of the brighter ones are marked by downpointing triangles, and two slightly dimmer ones marked by up-pointing ones. At E F -0.52 eV (Fig. 4(b) ), the honeycomb structure is no longer seen, and the features marked by triangles now appear as up-and down-pointing trimers similar to those seen by W tips ( Fig.  1(d) ). (Note that the large bright feature in the lower right hand corner is used to identify the features in discussion.) This confirms that the (6√3x6√3) layer remains at the interface after the growth of the 1 st graphene layer, and is still accessible by electron tunnelling at 0.5 eV above and below E F (Rutter et al., 2007) . Functionalization of W tips by transition metal coating has been typically used in spinpolarized tunnelling to probe spin dependent properties of magnetic heterostructures (Bode, 2003) . The results presented here clearly show that these tips also facilitate the probing of electronic properties of the 6√3 interface layer that were not accessible using conventional W tips. To better understand this effect, we have modelled the Fe/W tips using a Fe pyramid on W(110), as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The calculated density of states shown in Fig. 5(b) indicate that the apex Fe atom exhibits a large enhancement of magnetic moment (2.78 μ B /atom) compared to that of bulk Fe, as well as the Fe atoms directly bonded to the W slab (2.1-2.3 μ B /atom). The enhancement of magnetic moment of the topmost Fe atom is reminiscent of increased moments at surfaces and is due to a shift of peaks in DOS related to band narrowing. The minority spin channel has an especially sharp peak at ~0.5 eV below E F (Fig. 5(b) ). Electron tunnelling between graphene and these localized states enables the imaging of energy-dependent DOS not accessible with a W tip (Rhim et al., 2011) .
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Proposed model of the interface layer
To account for these observations made taken with Fe/Cr coated W tips, which clearly reveal new details of the 6√3 structure, let's first consider the possible commensurate structures that can form when a layer of graphene is placed on top of the SiC(0001) (1x1) lattice. Among the possible phases, (13x13) graphene lattice is nearly commensurate to the (6√3x6√3) SiC(0001) (Tsai et al., 1992; Hass et al., 2008b) , which results in two types of high symmetry positions: either a C atom or a graphene hexagon centred above a Si (Fig. 6(a) ).
Our calculations indicate that the in-plane graphene C-C bond is shortened from 1.67 to 1.42 Å. In addition, C atoms located directly above Si are pulled towards the SiC surface significantly such that the Si-C bond is shortened to 1.99 Å from 2.29 Å, consistent with other calculations (Mattausch & Pankratov, 2007; Varchon et al., 2008) . Effectively, the graphene layer is broken. Alternatively, to better accommodate this bond distortion and retain the three-fold coordination for each C atom, let's now consider the inclusion of pentagons and heptagonswhich cause positive and negative curvatures, respectively, when inserted into the honeycomb lattice (Charlier & Rignanese, 2001; Ihara et al., 1996) . Furthermore, to preserve the long-range translational and rotational integrity of the graphene honeycomb, they can take the form of three pairs of alternating pentagons and heptagons around a rotated hexagon (H 5,6,7 ), which can be created by adding a C dimer to the graphene honeycomb lattice (Orlikowski et al., 1999) . As shown in Fig. 7 , placement of the H 5,6,7 defects at the two high symmetry positions leads to two variants. At the "top" site, three Si atoms sit directly below the corners of the central hexagon of the H 5,6,7 , with this hexagon centred above a C of the SiC substrate. At the "hollow" site, the central hexagon is centred over a Si and three Si atoms are now bonded to C atoms at the edge of the H 5,6,7 defect. Overall, this transformation decreases interfacial Si-C bonds from 6 (4) to 3 at the top (hollow) sites, further reducing the mismatch with the SiC substrate. The result is a warped graphene layer covalently bonded to SiC(0001) (1x1), whose formation is favoured by ~0.1 eV/C compared to a perfect honeycomb structure. In addition, the top site is also found to be more stable than the hollow site by 0.03 eV/C. These results are in contrast to unsupported graphene where the H 5,6,7 defect formation energy is ~5.1 eV; the stability of the warped layer on SiC(0001) arise from its efficacy to accommodate the strain induced by the Si-C interactions at the interface. Furthermore, the spacing between the neighbouring H 5,6,7 defect sites is only approximately 6× the (1x1) lattice spacing of SiC (0001), consistent with the apparent slight disorder observed in STM images (Figs. 2 & 3) . Fig. 7 . Ball-and-stick model of the two placements of the H 5,6,7 defect on the SiC(0001): with the rotated central hexagon of the H 5,6,7 defect centered either above a first layer C atom (top site, marked red), or above a top layer Si (hollow site, marked blue).
To verify if these two H 5,6,7 variants on SiC would produce the complex electronic structures observed by STM, calculated local DOS isosurfaces, which resembles the STM constant current mode, are shown in Figs. 8 (a,b) . For the top site, the six-fold symmetry of the centre hexagon is broken as a result of the formation of three Si-C bonds, leading to maxima at three adjacent alternating C atoms, appearing as a trimer of ~3 Å. For the hollow site variant, depressions are seen within the three heptagons as well as at the three C atoms at the tips of the three pentagons, resembling the six-fold depressions (marked by the hexagons) seen in STM. Because the six depression sites are inequivalent, they do not coincide perfectly with the hexagon of ~3 Å, also consistent with STM observations. In addition, the central three C atoms above the T 4 sites are slightly brighter, appearing as a upward trimer. Overall the main features seen in the STM images (e.g., Fig. 8(c) ) at energies within E F ±0.5 eV using Fe(Cr)/W tips are well reproduced in the simulated images.
Electronic properties of the interface layer
The electronic properties of the resulting graphene structure is significantly altered due to the inclusion of the H 5,6,7 defects. Thus, experimental ARPES results provide a stringent test of our and other models. The calculated k-projected surface bands for the two H 5,6,7 variants are given in Figs. 9(a)-(c). Both variants show definite gaps, i.e., are semiconducting along Γ-K. Compared to defect-free graphene, the well-developed graphene-like σ bands are shifted to greater binding energy. Significant changes are seen in the π-band region with increased (diffuse) weight around Γ, and upward dispersing bands that do not reach E F but are ~3 eV below at K. In addition, there are defect-induced states (marked by arrows) with energies ε(K) of about -0.9 and -1.8 eV for the hollow and top configurations, respectively. The dispersions of these states (whose intensities decrease significantly away from K) have a tight-binding behaviour for a single band of localized orbitals, ε(K)= ε H -A: the period of the oscillations seen in Figs. 9(b,c) reflect the 3x3 cell used in the calculations, while the amplitude A~0.3 eV about the "on-site" energies ε H (indicated by the horizontal lines) is a measure of the interactions among the H 5,6,7 defects. Based on tight-binding scaling arguments, the use of larger 6√3x6√3 (or 6x6) cells would result in a decrease in the interactions by at least an order of magnitude, i.e., we predict almost dispersionless states around K with energies ε H ≈ -0.6 and -1.5 eV, in excellent agreement with the experimental values of -0.5 and -1.6 eV Seyller et al., 2008) . The apparent inconsistency between a gap along Γ-K and STM imaging at very low bias can be understood by noting that STM probes the electronic states in the outer tails of the electronic distribution, whereas ARPES is sensitive to the overall wave function. In Figs. 9(d,e), the k-projected bands along Γ-M-K are shown for the two variants, but now weighted by the contributions in the vacuum region probed by STM. In both cases, the gap at K is still seen, but states elsewhere in the (1x1) zone cross E F (such as those circled in Figs. 9(d,e) ) are responsible for the contrast seen in STM images at low biases. Calculated initial state C 1s core level shifts, relative to C from the SiC substrate, are ~-1.1 eV for the H 5,6,7 defect, and ~-1.8 eV for the rest, which are also consistent with experimental results Seyller et al., 2008) . Overall, the warped graphene model provides a comprehensive explanation of the available experimental data on the defining properties of the (6√3x6√3) layer -the gap at K point, the overall dispersion, the two localized states near K, and the C core level shifts. 3.5 1 st layer graphene Calculations further indicate that the 1 st layer graphene resumes the perfect honeycomb lattice with an interlayer spacing of 3.2 Å relative to the warped interface layer (Fig. 10(a) ). The k-projected band structure for the interface + 1 st layer graphene (Fig. 10(b) ) shows almost perfect graphene bands, with the Dirac point below E F . The bottom of the σ(π)-band at Γ is shifted upwards by about 1.3 (3.5) eV compared to the interface (Fig. 9 ), qualitatively consistent with the ARPES data Seyller et al., 2008) . The downward shift of E D = -0.4 eV indicates that the layer is n-doped, also consistent with experiment (Bostwick et al., 2007a; Zhou et al., 2007) . Comparison of Figs. 10(d,e) reveals subtle, but distinct differences in the dispersions, especially above the Dirac point, as a direct consequence of the different interactions between the 1 st graphene layer and the two H 5,6,7 variants. From inspection of the calculated eigenvalues and wave functions, the splitting of the Dirac states is only 33 meV. This is in good agreement with the estimated maximum value of 60 meV in one ARPES study (Bostwick et al., 2007b) . Closely related is the misalignment of the bands above and below E D , illustrated by the dotted lines in Figs. 10(c)-(e): the projections of the π states below E D do not pass through the π* states above E D , an observation previously attributed to electron-phonon or electron-plasmon interactions (Bostwick et al., 2007 (a,b) ). Our results indicate that interactions of the π states with the H 5,6,7 defects contribute significantly to the observed dispersion at the Dirac point. Furthermore, the interactions also cause deviation from the linear dispersion of 1 st graphene layer, leading to parabolic dispersion above the gap, and an apparent gap of ~0.25 eV (marked by the arrows in Fig. 10(c) ), closely matched to the 0.26 eV gap assigned in separate ARPES studies (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2008; Rotenberg et al., 2008) . 
Ridges on multilayer graphene
The morphology of the graphene grown at 1400 o C is shown in Fig. 11(a) . The original SiC steps are no longer discernible. Instead, terraces with width varying from tens to hundreds of nanometers are present. On the terrace, a closed-pack lattice with a periodicity of 0.25±0.01 nm (Fig. 11(b) ) is observed, indicating that multilayer graphene film is developed at this stage (Hass et al., 2008b; Lauffer et al., 2008) . In addition, bright stripes along step edges and across terraces are clearly visible, with a typical size of ~1.5 nm in height and ~6 nm in width. Some of these features can terminate on a terrace, as the one circled in Fig.  11(a) . Their initial density is estimated to be ~10/μm 2 , though it may vary due to the creation of new ones during STM imaging (see discussion below). These features are consistent with the ridges and wrinkles reported in earlier studies (Biedermann et al., 2009; Derycke et al., 2002; Luxmi et al., 2009) . Figure 11 (c) is an atomic resolution STM image of the tip of a ridge. A closed-pack lattice, same as those on the terraces, is clearly evident on top of the ridge. More importantly, no discontinuity is observed between the graphene film and the ridge both at its tip and at the boundary along either sides of the ridge. The closed-pack structure on the ridge suggests that the ridge consists of at least two graphene layers with AB stacking. However, the lattice constant on the ridge is measured to be 0.28±0.01 nm, slight larger than the graphene lattice of 0.25±0.01 nm on the terrace, indicating that the lattice of the ridge is deformed due to bending. These findings clearly indicate that the ridges are neither CNTs nor domain boundaries as suggested previously (Derycke et al., 2002; Luxmi et al., 2009) . They are in fact bulged regions of the graphene film, likely as a result of strain (Biedermann et al., 2009 ). Raman studies have indeed shown that the films are under compressive strain, which can be controlled by annealing time, reaching a theoretical limit of 0.8% (Ferralis et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2008) . In addition, we have found that their structure (e.g., length and orientation) can be manipulated by tip-surface interaction during STM imaging. In some cases, even new ridges can be created by such interactions. Shown in Fig. 12 are STM images taken sequentially at the same location, displaying the morphological evolution of the ridges. Several dramatic differences are seen. First, the ridge at location A grew much longer and now ran straight down across the whole terrace. Second, the ridge at B on the same terrace changed its direction from pointing-up to pointing-down. Third, the ridge at C along the step edge on the up terrace shrunk and became shorter. Fourth, a new ridge is formed on the up terrace at location D. Lastly, a new ridge is formed at E across two terraces. Manipulation of ridges using atomic force microscopy has also been reported previously (Derycke et al., 2002) , where the growth of new ridges was attributed to subsurface segments of CNTs being moved to the surface. However, since our results clearly indicate that the ridges are bulged regions of graphene film, and not CNTs, it would also rule out this particular mechanism. Through the close examination of many STM images, it is also found that the density of the ridges varies with the size of the terrace, where fewer ridges are found on smaller terraces. The question arises then if ridge-free graphene film can be grown on a surface consists of sufficiently small terraces, such as those of vicinal substrates. Shown in Fig. 13 is an STM image of epitaxial graphene film grown on a vicinal SiC substrate. As a result of step bunching, an average terrace width of ~80 nm is observed. Clearly, the density of ridges decreased significantly on this surface: only very few small ones are found on wider terraces, while the majority is found along the step edges. These observations indicate that the compressive strain in epitaxial graphene film is not sufficient to induce ridges on small terrace, but can still cause bending at step edges. From these results, we have estimated that a lower limit of the terrace size for ridge formation is ~80 nm. Fig. 13 . STM image of epitaxial graphene film grown on vicinal 6H-SiC(0001) substrate (3.5º miscut angle), taken with a W tip (1x1 μm 2 , V s =-1.0 V, I t =0.5 nA).
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The picture that emerges from these results is that ridges are formed during cooling of the sample to room temperature to relieve the strain in the epitaxial graphene. On larger terraces, residual compressive strain still exists. Perturbation by the tip-surface interaction during STM imaging is clearly sufficient to initiate the creation of new ridges, as well as the growth of existing ones. Previous studies have shown that tip-surface interaction during STM imaging can exert a pressure of 5 MPa, which induces motion of subsurface dislocations on graphite (Snyder et al., 1993) . The imaging conditions used in our studies are similar to those reported in these earlier studies, indicating that the pressure exerted can be of similar magnitude, sufficient to modify the ridge morphology.
Conclusions
In summary, using functionalized Fe(Cr) coated W tips, which facilitate the imaging of the graphene/SiC(0001) 6√3 interface layer, we have found that it is a warped graphene layer resulted from the periodic inclusion of H 5,6,7 defects in the honeycomb lattice. The subsequent layer assumes the perfect honeycomb structure, though its interaction with the warped layer leads to deviations from the linear dispersion at the Dirac point. The presence of this interfacial layer alleviates the mismatch between the graphene and the SiC substrate, but also significantly modifies its electronic properties. This model provides a consistent and comprehensive explanation for the existing experimental data on the defining properties of the (6√3x6√3) layer: the gap at K point, the overall dispersion, the two localized states near K, and the C core level shifts, resolving a long-standing controversy regarding the interfacial structure of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001).
On multilayer graphene films, we have found that ridges and wrinkles are in fact bulged regions of the graphene sheet, formed to relieve the compressive strain due to its mismatch with the SiC substrate. We can also manipulate these ridges and create new ones through tip-surface interactions during STM imaging. By minimizing this strain with decreased terrace size, nearly ridge-free graphene has been grown on vicinal SiC substrates. 
